
option. Control activities are the next 
step, this is where the focus of the 
last three years work of the CNGAG 
has been.  Enabling landowners to 
feel supported and backed when 
they undertake the first fight back 
steps through to implementation of 
eradication programs; and providing a 
toolbox for landowners to access.

Step A:  If you farm in the East Coast 
of New Zealand, you must ensure 
that someone associated with your 
property knows what CNG looks like. 

Step B: Getting there early changes 
the game, in your favour.

Step C: Linking with your community 
to get the support you need to 
undertake change is critical, the 
CNGAG has great connections, use the 
resources on offer.

Learn about the process of 
eradicating these pest plants. Create 
high quality forage, increase farm 
productivity and profitability, and 
enable multiple environmental actions 
and activities; you are making a 
difference to your and my community; 
thank you.

Warwick Lissaman 
Chairman CNGAG Marlborough

Marlborough Chilean Needle Grass Action Group

Chairman’s report

“You don’t know till you try” remains 
one of life’s great mottos.

CNG remains the biggest plant 
biosecurity risk to our hill and high 
country farm systems. CNG is especially 
limiting for sheep farming. Preserving 
sheep farming, with its lesser 
environmental footprint and legislation 
restrictions compared to cattle, deer 
and forestry is key for the sustainability 
of hill and high country farms. We can’t 
let the spread of CNG threaten sheep 
farming in the dry east coast of New 
Zealand. We need to limit its spread 
and reduce the area of investation. 
Good biosecurity plans are key to 
preventing the spread of CNG. 

Biosecurity plans are relatively straight 
forward. M.Bovis, CNG, and Velvet Leaf 
can have a profound negative effect 
on your property and business You can 
take action yourself in this space.

Do it now, identify your risk pathways 
and formalise your action plan.

Fresh water and biodiversity 
national policy statements will have 
ramifications for all of us. What is 
important is that we must make 
sure Pest Plants stay part of our 
mindset and we are able to undertake 

environmental land management 
activities that push back against 
these invasive plants. Speaking with 
one voice will be key to ensuring 
that our needs are forefront 
when policy is written and rules 
implemented. 

As with all things environmental, 
education starts the process of 
implementing change, the next step 
is to use the resources available at 
the time. We recognise that each 
landowner is in a different life cycle 
stage and that each property is at 
a different stage of development 
in terms of environmental 
development. Best Practice remains 
the same, but the actions can be 
vastly different depending on the 
stage of development or biosecurity 
response. The work of Annette 
Litherland and the NZ Landcare Trust 
must be recognised in supporting 
and enabling our community 
initiatives to make this place, our 
place, a better place.

CNG eradication starts with knowing 
what CNG looks like. Accepting you 
have a problem means you know 
that you must address the issue, 
as turning a blind eye is not an 

CHILEAN NEEDLE GRASS 
ACTION GROUP
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CNG can have a substantial impact 
on your farm productivity

Chilean Needle Grass (Nassella 
neesiana) (CNG) is a perennial long-
lived, very hardy, tussock-forming 
grass that grows in dense clumps 
that thrives in dry east coast hill 
country especially on open northerly 
slopes. It is a tall grass, often 
standing out after grazing, that 
produces elongated sharp needle-
like aerial seeds that when mature 
attach to animals coats and can 
penetrate lips, skin and flesh causing 
harm to animals, downgrading and 
reducing the values of products, 
be it wool or meat. In addition to 
aerial seeding (about 75 percent of 
seedbank) it also produce seed on 
stems and at the base of the plant.    
It can completely overrun pastures 
if not controlled. It is unpalatable to 
stock, has low nutritive value and 
leads to a substantial reductions in 
both stock carrying capacity and 
performance, especially over late 
spring and summer.  Due to the risk 

Be kind to those with CNG

Be rest assured, the majority of 
people who have CNG on their 
farm face a significant burden, and 
despite this, are being great Kiwis 
and adhering to the rules to prevent 
its spread to others. Many are also 
using best management practises 
to reduce the prevalence of CNG 
on their properties. There is a lot 
of support from councils to help 
landowners with CNG. Support, 
kindness and understanding from 
the community is also very welcome.

Avoid getting CNG in the first place

To avoid getting CNG and/or other 
biosecurity risks create your own 
biosecurity plan and systems using 
the templates, our online biosecurity 
workshop and exemplars provided 
on our website. The location of 
properties in Marlborough with CNG 
can be seen on the MDC website. A 
biosecurity conversation with people 
coming on to the property should be 
a practise you routinely adopt. Use 
our conversation check list to help 
establish this routine. In addition, 
you should check people and stock 
for seeds and washdown machinery, 
equipment and vehicles moving onto 
your property and ideally when they 
leave. Don't buy hay, stock feed, or 
crop and pasture seed from infested 
areas. Understand the biology and 
threats posed by CNG by reading the 
material on our website. 

[                ]
Chilean Needle Grass Earthquake Biosecurity Project

Setting up nassella spot spraying 
trial in Awatere Valley comparing the 
effectiveness of Roundup and Taskforce.

of stock carrying CNG seed to infest 
other farms, sheep can only be sold 
directly to the works all year round 
and for cattle from October to April. 
We found cattle are a lower risk of 
carrying CNG but seed can still be 
found in their tails. Feed cannot 
be sold from a CNG infested farm.  
Farms with CNG are required to 
submit a management plan with the 
local council.  

BEST PRACTISE



Small infestations are controlled by 
killing individual plants

Individual CNG plants can be 
controlled by either spot spraying or 
grubbing before flowering. There is 
council support for control on farms 
outside the core areas with small 
infestations. Helping contractors to 
find these plants will make this more 
effective. The best time to look in a 
paddock is immediately after grazing 
because stock tend not to graze CNG.  
When grubbing the plant, put it in a 
bag to destroy it because the plant 
may still contain basal seeds which 
can germinate when left lying in the 
paddock. We have found that where 
numerous plants exist, and these 
have produced a significant seed 
bank, killing individual plants numbers 
can, at best only hold, but not reduce 
plant numbers.  

Nassella tussocks can be spot sprayed 
using Round + Taskforce or Roundup 
by itself. We have been trialling both 
methods and looking at tussock 
reinfestation. Farm reinfestation rates 
have been low and equal for both 
herbicides. Monitoring is continuing.  

Solid CNG paddock two years ago after 
brassica and oats cropping now a plantain 
lucerne sward ward.

Tim Struthers looking for CNG on cattle - 
this was only found in their tails.

Trialling drone to spray scattered 
infestations of CNG on steep hill country.

All dry east coast farms and 
vineyards should have at least 
one person on the farm that can 
identify CNG

If you farm on dry east coast hill 
country someone on the farm should 
know how to identify CNG and share 
this knowledge with the rest of the 
staff. Identifying CNG early and taking 
prompt action is the most powerful 
and effective option. Identifying CNG 
is easy to learn, both in flowering 
and vegetative stages, by using our 
identification poster which is included 
in this newsletter. Keep this poster 
displayed prominently on the farm or 
keep a link to our website containing 
the poster on your phone. Early 
detection of CNG makes it much 
easier to eradicate. At our next field 
day on 4 December in Seddon come 
and improve your CNG identification 
skills.  Keep an eye out for CNG along 
roadsides and on recreational land 
and report findings to your council. 

Controlling large infestations of 
CNG on pastoral land requires an 
integrated weed management plan 
and changes to the farm system

An integrated weed control plan 
for CNG includes controlling aerial 
seeding by chemical topping with low 
rates of glyphosphate (0.5-1/ha) the 
year before a regrassing/cropping 
programme starts. The regrassing 
program begins in the following 
spring with blanket application of 
herbicides, followed by a summer 
fallow, and then in autumn drilling 
or oversowing crops or forages 
in synchrony with autumn rains. 
Systems used include direct grass 
to grass regrassing or indirectly via 
single and double crops followed 
by a permanent sward.  All options 
have been used successfully. The plan 
should also include increased fertiliser 
inputs, subdivision and if needed new 
stock water systems.  

Taskforce herbicide can be used 
once in this process, ideally before 
the final regrassing. Taskforce (TF) 
has a long residual activity, for up 
to a year, against both germinating 
CNG and low fertility grasses and 
sub clover. TF should never be used 
without following up by sowing with 
TF resilient forages (eg. Plantain, 
lucerne, chicory, brassicas, oats).  In 
the absence of this sowing, the sward 
will remain very open and vulnerable 
to reinfestation by weeds and in the 
long term, CNG. Combining these TF 
resilient forages with dryland resilient 
forages such as cocksfoot and clovers 
(sub and annual) and then allowing 
natural reseeding to occur in spring 
can produce high quality swards that 
are competitive against CNG.  



Controlling large infestations  
on viticulture land 

Taskforce cannot be used on 
vineyards or on land where 
vineyards are planned because 
residual activity can still be detected 
in grapes many years later. As an 
alternative in vineyards with dense 
CNG infestations, the seed banks 
can be reduced by hard mowing of 
CNG just as it runs to seed around 
November and this suppresses 
aerial seeding. In more scattered 
infestations CNG may seed also via 
low lying seed heads that creep 
along the ground. A regrassing 
programme can be implemented 
by spraying out every second 
row with glyphosate, followed by 
additional spraying if needed until 
autumn, when the row is direct 
drilled with Nui ryegrass and by 
the following spring the sward is 
sufficiently established for mowing 
to recommence. This is effective 
at greatly reducing CNG plant 
numbers.  During this process, all 
the machinery travels up and down 
the other second row. Once the new 
sward is established the procedure 
can be repeated on the remaining 
row and traffic can start on the 
newly grassed row.  

Spraying out CNG on every second row on 
vineyard.

Review of online CNG 
Resources for property 
owners 
The following information can be 
found on this link: 
https://www.landcare.org.nz/current-
project-item/managing-biosecurity-
risks-on-earthquake-affected-
properties

• Biosecurity planning information 
and templates.  

• Biosecurity and Health and Safety 
induction sheets. These are 
sheets that prompt you about 
the conversations you should be 
having before, when and after 
people or stock come on to the 
farm.  Plus examples of real 
biosecurity plans and a biosecurity 
word template.

• Old CNG Action Group 
Newsletters.

• CNG and Nassella tussock Ute 
guides. These give a good 
background on both pest plants, 
their distribution, how they are 
spread and a run down on how 
each can be identified.  

• CNG Review. A review of the latest 
scientific literature, reports and 
farmer practices.

• Summary of Nassella Tussock 
workshop presentations. 

• Case Study Agrisector Innovative 
Practice CNG.

• Online biosecurity planning 
workshop.

Direct drilling is preferred over 
cultivation on CNG infested hills 
because of the reduced risk of 
sediment runoff, improved retention 
of organic matter and reduced risk 
of bringing viable CNG seeds to the 
surface. In this project slopes of up 
to 23 degrees have been successfully 
direct drilled and these areas can 
be identified using slope maps.   In 
steeper paddocks or parts of 
paddocks spring blanket applications 
of herbicide by helicopter or more 
selectively by drone followed by a 
summer fallow and then autumn 
oversowing can be successful but is 
more challenging.  

Reducing CNG plant numbers in 
established large infestations is a 
long-term process due to the longevity 
of the seedbank and will need to be 
repeated over time. It is important 
that the plan includes changes in the 
farm system that integrates both 
the improved pastures with more 
profitable farming systems (such as 
finishing bulls, winter grazing of dairy 
cows, lamb finishing). It is necessary 
to understand the key components 
involved in the regrassing process so 
you can combine them in a successful 
plan tailored for your own farm. 
So please learn about these key 
components by coming to our field  
day or keep an eye out on our  
website for the final project report 
that will be completed by the 30 of 
November 2020.

Annual clover reseeding oversown 
paddock that was previously dense CNG.

https://www.landcare.org.nz/current-project-item/managing-biosecurity-risks-on-earthquake-affected-properties
https://www.landcare.org.nz/current-project-item/managing-biosecurity-risks-on-earthquake-affected-properties
https://www.landcare.org.nz/current-project-item/managing-biosecurity-risks-on-earthquake-affected-properties
https://www.landcare.org.nz/current-project-item/managing-biosecurity-risks-on-earthquake-affected-properties


New Zealand Winegrowers  
Biosecurity Resources help 
with CNG management
Jim Herdman, Sophie Badland, New 
Zealand Winegrowers 

The biosecurity team at New Zealand 
Winegrowers has developed a range 
of tools to help vineyard owners, 
managers, and staff manage their 
biosecurity risk. The tools are in 
the form of booklets and or web 
resources and have been designed to 
help protect vineyards from exotic 
biosecurity threats and threats that 
already exist here in New Zealand, 
like Chilean needle grass. These tools 
should make it easier for members to 
put in place a biosecurity plan, train 
staff appropriately, and take action to 
protect their vineyard from biosecurity 
incursions, broadening awareness and 
knowledge across the industry. 

The three documents produced by New 
Zealand Winegrowers are a Vineyard 
Biosecurity Plan template, an updated 
version of the Vineyard Biosecurity 
Guidelines for Best Practice, and a 
Vineyard Pest and Disease Identification 
Guide. 

The biosecurity plan has been designed 
to be simple and easy to use and should 
take no longer than an hour or two 
to complete. It should identify where 
you have good practice in place and 

where it may be possible to make 
improvements. As well as mitigating 
the impacts of pests and diseases on 
your own site, implementing good 
biosecurity practice can help protect 
neighbouring vineyards and the New 
Zealand wine industry.  

Along with the Vineyard Biosecurity 
Plan, New Zealand Winegrowers has 
also produced a training resource for 
vineyard staff and contractors. This 
resource is an updated version of the 
Vineyard Biosecurity Guidelines for 
Best Practice, in a flipchart format 
that can be hung on the wall in the 
staff room and used in staff meetings 
as a training aid. Vineyard managers 
can put biosecurity on meeting 
agendas, print off a page from the 
Guidelines, and go over the key 
messages and outcomes with staff. 
In one-person operations, it can be 
hung on the wall in the workshop, 
smoko room, or office, topics 
can be reviewed periodically, and 
improvements can be made when 
possible. Sections in the biosecurity 
plan and guidelines for best practice 
that are particularly relevant to 
Chilean needle grass are the stock 
management and machinery/vehicle 
hygiene sections.

 A ‘Notice to Contractors’ template 
is also available on the NZW 
member's website to help manage 
the biosecurity risks associated with 

contractors moving machinery and 
equipment between vineyard sites; 
for example, Chilean needle grass 
seeds can easily be spread from one 
site to another via machinery when 
it isn’t cleaned down appropriately.  
This template can be edited to 
suit individual vineyard biosecurity 
requirements and included when 
contracting machinery to work on 
your site. 

Also included in the NZW resources 
is a Vineyard Pest and Disease 
Identification Guide. This is a visual 
guide with good representative 
images and brief descriptions of 
winegrape pests and diseases. It 
includes exotic pests and diseases 
that have had an adverse effect on 
the wine industry in other countries, 
which would have a detrimental 
effect on the industry here in New 
Zealand as well as a section on pests 
and diseases already present in 
New Zealand. It is intended to help 
vineyard managers train new and 
existing staff about what to look 
out for and report back on.

Electronic copies of the Vineyard 
Biosecurity Plan, the Vineyard 
Biosecurity Guidelines for Best 
Practice, and the Vineyard Pest and 
Disease Identification Guide can be 
downloaded from: 
https://www.nzwine.com/en/
sustainability/biosecurity/

https://www.nzwine.com/en/sustainability/biosecurity/
https://www.nzwine.com/en/sustainability/biosecurity/


CNG Update MDC
Liam Falconer, Senior Biosecurity 
Officer Operations Lead, MDC 
As we move into the key flowering 
season, the Marlborough District 
Council (MDC) Biosecurity Team will  
be implementing the various 
components of the operational 
programme that have been planned 
throughout the year. 

For the upcoming season MDC have 
contracted six different companies 
to undertake control work on Chilean 
needle grass (CNG) affected properties. 
In some cases, they will be fully 
managing the smaller infestations as 
well as providing assistance to many 
of the bigger outlying properties as 
well. This work will be undertaken on 
around 150 properties throughout the 
Marlborough District. Additionally, 
Council is continuing to support land 
occupiers doing their own control 
work by covering the cost of Taskforce 
Herbicide. This can be sourced directly 
through Weed Solutions Ltd. 

Management Plans continue to roll 
out across the CNG properties in 
Marlborough. The management plans 
include details around the control 
work to be undertaken by Council 
and the occupier of a property. The 
management plan is also about having 
a chat about with the occupier to look 

at ways of preventing spread of CNG 
internally on a property. While it is 
a big job to meet face to face with 
all CNG affected landowners to sign 
up a management plan it is proving 
to be worthwhile exercise for both 
land occupiers and Council. Affected 
landowners are encouraged to get 
in touch with the Biosecurity team 
to arrange a time to meet and work 
through a management plan.

While undertaking Management 
Plans, Council have come across 
situations where fencing off small 
areas of CNG to exclude stock and 
machinery can be beneficial to prevent 
the further spread of CNG internally 
on properties. Recently Council have 
provided landowners with materials to 
undertake exclusion fencing on their 
property.

Over the last few years, a number of 
mature CNG sites have been located 
in the Wairau Valley area. It is believed 
that these sites have been there for 
a few years before they have been 
detected. Council urges all rural 
occupiers in Marlborough to keep an 
eye out for suspicious looking grasses 
over the summer months, snap a 
picture and email it to biosecurity@
marlborough.govt.nz where our 
Biosecurity team will be able help to 
identify the grass and follow up with 
control measures if necessary. 

CNG Distribution in Marlborough

MDC Smart Maps
Throughout the year the Council 
Biosecurity Team along with 
contractors employed by Council keep 
spatial records of where pest plants, 
including Chilean needle grass and 
Nassella Tussock are found during 
their inspections and control work. 
All of this data is publicly available 
online to assist property occupiers 
to keep informed on the pest plant 
distribution across the Marlborough 
District. 

The data is presented on an online 
aerial map that can be accessed on 
smartphones, tablets and computers. 
To access the map visit the 
Marlborough District Council website, 
Smart Maps, Biosecurity Pest Plants.

Marlborough District Council Smart Maps.

Marlborough District Council has  
rules in the Regional Pest Management 
Plan (RPMP) to prevent the spread of 
CNG from affected properties. Majority 
of occupiers are doing the right thing 
and are very proactive in preventing 
the spread of Chilean needle grass. 
However, on occasion Council finds 
people to be in breach of the RPMP 
rules, Council will follow up on every 
occasion and ensure the appropriate 
course of action is taken. A copy of 
the RPMP rules are sent to affected 
landowners every year and can be 
found on the MDC website.

mailto:biosecurity%40marlborough.govt.nz?subject=
mailto:biosecurity%40marlborough.govt.nz?subject=


Confirmed CNG sites
Laurence Smith, principle Resource 
Management Adviser Biosecurity, 
Environment Canterbury

Canterbury currently has 25 
confirmed CNG sites, occurring 
over approximately 330ha in total. 
This represents just a fraction of 
the potential range for this pest, 
with over half of Canterbury 
having optimal conditions for the 
establishment of CNG. 

Two new sites were identified last 
season. Early identification remains 
the best way to reduce the potential 
impacts associated with this 
damaging pest, and we are asking all 
Cantabrians to keep an eye out.

Find-A-Pest: a new tool in 
the fight against CNG
Rich Langley, Project coordinator 
Biosecurity, Environment Canterbury

A new app called Find-A-Pest has 
been developed to help assist with 
identifying and reporting pests in the 
field. Find-A-Pest enables you to take 
and send a photo of a pest, which is 
then verified by a professional and 
communicated back to you. It also 
records the location of your photo, 
so you can return to the plant later if 
need be. 

CNG is just one of many pests that 
can be identified using this tool and 
we are hoping it will be a real game-
changer for those willing to join the 
fight against the spread of invasive 
species. Find-A-Pest is a New Zealand 
app backed by iNaturalist, which is an 
international community of people 
recording the location of a multitude 
of flora and fauna. It is anticipated 
that this tool will make a significant 
difference to the way people identify 
threats, engage in biosecurity, and 
contribute to our awareness of pest 
plants nationally.  

You can download the Find-A-Pest 
app for free by going to the app 
store on your phone and searching 

for it by name. This app is fully 
functional but still in its early stages 
of development. Please recommend 
the use of this app to others in your 
community. 

If Find-A-Pest is not something you 
are inclined to use but you would 
like to report a potential CNG 
sighting, please contact Environment 
Canterbury directly. Please take a 
photo, record the location and send 
to biosecurity@ecan.govt.nz or call 
0800 324 636 for assistance. 

If you suspect you may have found 
CNG, please report it as early 
detection is vital to preventing 
spread. Environment Canterbury is 
here to help and continues to work 
with landowners who have CNG on 
their property by providing advice 
and assistance with the effective 
management of this pest. 

Landowners managing CNG can 
be proud of the work they have 
completed to date. Their commitment 
and efforts have resulted in a very low 
rate of spread, which hasn’t always 
been the case in other regions of New 
Zealand. 

Our goal is to limit the spread of CNG 
as much as possible and to keep it 
from spreading to other parts of 
the region. All rural landowners in 
Canterbury have a significant role to 
play in helping achieve this goal by 
remembering to treat the farm gate 
as your last line of defence. Anything 
coming on to your property could be 
carrying pest seeds.  

If you would like to report a potential 
CNG sighting, please don’t hesitate 
from contacting Environment 
Canterbury directly. Please take a 
photo, record the location and send 
these in to biosecurity@ecan.govt.nz 
or call 0800 324 636 for assistance.



Nassella Tussock: 
Search for a Biocontrol 
Update  
November 2020

Seona Casonata, Senior Lecturer, 
Lincoln University

The last few months have been very 
productive. Isolates obtained from 
disease plants throughout New 
Zealand have been identified and 
categorised to determine whether 
further testing is warranted or 
not. One fungus was found at a 
Marlborough site that was recovered 
from a dying “patch” of nassella 
tussock. This fungus was grown in 
broth formulation and one a grain 
base in the laboratory prior to day 
of field inoculation!  Early in October 
2020, Amber Brooks (Landcare 
Research), Jenny Brookes (Lincoln 
University) and Seona Casonato 
(Lincoln University) visited the field 
site and applied the first testing 
of a potential biological control of 
nassella tussock using an endemic 
fungus. Thankfully, the day after 
application was overcast and drizzly, 
hopefully giving the fungus a helping 
hand to establish. Field sites will 
be visited in the coming months to 
access progress.

Testing of other fungi (we are trying 
to narrow down to about 50 isolates) 
continues as we try to find an 
appropriate fungus to be potentially 
used in a bioherbicide for Nassella 
trichotoma.  

Below: Rain based inoculum placed into the centre of a 
nassella tussock plant. Right: Jenny and Amber in the field 
applying the inoculum. Photos Jenny Brookes. Acknowledgements

The Chilean Needle Grass Action 
Group would like to acknowledge 
the support of NZ Landcare Trust, 
MPI Sustainable Farming Fund, 
Environment Canterbury and 
the Marlborough District Council 
for their contribution to this 
newsletter.  

For our wider activities we are 
also very grateful to, Marlborough 
Research Centre, Hawkes Bay 
Regional council, Beef + Lamb 
NZ, NZwines, Osgrow seeds, 
and an increasing number of 
Marlborough farmers. 

[   ]Findings 

of the EQ 

biosecurity 

project

10am – 2pm 

Friday 4 Dec 2020
Awatere Community Hall  
Foster Street, Seddon.
Lunch provided by Beef + Lamb NZ

PROGRAMME
• Outcome of on-farm drilling 

and oversowing trials on  
CNG and NT paddocks

• Chemical topping CNG
• CNG risk from cattle
• Nassella spot spraying trials
• Taskforce vs Roundup
• Biosecurity plan templates, 

see examples
• Local biocontrol agents for 

nassella and CNG 
• South Marlborough 

Landscape Restoration Trust 
Wilding pine control update

• Hands on chance to learn 
how to identify CNG

Farming your way out of  
Chilean Needle Grass 

Biocontrol  
of Nassella  
Tussock  
update


